failure in this „genetic lottery” differ. As
breeders, we bear responsibility for the
new life we bring into the world, whatever it may look like. For this reason
alone, we should keep the chances of our
breeding efforts failing to as minimal as
possible. I probably don’t need to explain
the additional losses incurred from quasi unsaleable breeding products.

Basic considerations
If I want to achieve something, the first
thing I have to do is to be clear about my
goal: do I want to breed a horse for show
jumping, dressage or one that’s more
versatile, like an eventer? Should my
main focus be a horse that’s true to type
and disposition, or an extreme top athlete who does not embody the latest
type characteristics? With that objective
in mind, we can give our imagination
free rein, so to speak – always taking into
account the animal’s saleability or its
suitability for our own use.

The mare
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At the beginning of the breeding season, every breeder is faced with the question:
which is the right stallion for my mare? Oldenburg‘s Breeding Director Dr. Wolfgang
Schulze-Schleppinghoff gives important suggestions and tips on how to help optimise
breeding success.

ly, must be to breed a talented, „marketable“
horse, whether as a foal or as a trained riding
horse, and a price must be determined that
will at least recover the costs of the endeavour. And above-average breeding products
naturally will also fetch significantly higher
prices – and there’s evidently no limit to can
be obtained.

Guaranteed success?
Is there a guaranteed path to success? Unfortunately not, but there are ways to increase
the likelihood of positive results in breeding.

I shall discuss these ways and considerations
here.
Basically, the following applies: no matter
what methods are used to create a foal,
whether one uses live cover, artificial insemination or embryo transfer, in every case the
genes of the two bred animals are combined
and the result is never known beforehand.
Just as there is no guarantee of success with
two veteran-breeder parents of the highest
quality, there is also no guarantee of failure,
along the lines of “that will never work”.
It’s just that the percentages for success or

Dr.Wolfgang Schulze-Schleppinghoff
shows the ways to success (2).

Photos: Beelitz (2)
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hen talking to breeders, one often hears them say that they
have been breeding horses for
so long and with so much love and passion,
but that their work hasn’t reached anywhere
near the level of profitability. The response
then tends to be that „horse breeding has
now become more of a hobby in the majority of cases, where money is spent instead of
earned“. And that‘s true, in the majority of
cases.
However, that is too simplistic an answer,
because the goal of horse breeding, natural-

Every breeder’s dream:
being in the international spotlight with
his foal (1).

This, then, takes on specificity when
answering the question: is my mare ideal or at least well suited to achieve this
breeding goal? Here, I must be brutally
honest with myself. And I must also
know where I can get the information
that I need in order to answer this question as objectively as possible.
You must look at your broodmare
with a critical eye! Don‘t expect the
stallion you use to provide everything.
The old breeder‘s adage, that the mare
has the greater influence on the quality
of the foal, has always been the case.
Ask yourself:
Is the pedigree of my mare sufficiently interesting with regard to my breeding goal? Put simply: are there successful
breeding horses in the ancestry line, especially in the first generations? Is the
dam line of sufficient quality with regard
to performance in sports, breeding success, etc.?
Is the quality of my mare really that
of a breeding horse? Are there any major
defects in her conformation? The Verband‘s description of the mare‘s conformation at the time of registration can be
very helpful in answering this question.
Seek the advice of experienced breeders
or, of course, the Oldenburger Verband
if you have any questions regarding the
assessment.
What about the mare’s own performance as a sport horse? Objective indications can be obtained, for example,
during the association’s mare performance test. Of course, the performances

of older sport mares in competition are
also very informative in this respect. Has
the mare already produced offspring, and
what is their quality? As foals, as riding
horses? Here too, the association’s description of the mare as a foal, or her
registration as a broodmare, can be quite
helpful as far as objective observations.
What was written about the health and
fertility of your mare?

The stallion
Which stallion will most likely be able
to produce a foal corresponding to my
breeding objectives, together with my
mare, with all her strengths and weaknesses?
Not every brilliant young stallion
will be a good sire later on, thus the
basic rule applies that you are safer using
stallions that have already proven themselves. Here, the book about genetic
profiles published by the Oldenburger
Verband provide reliable information on
the strengths and weaknesses regarding
conformation and basic gaits seen in the
offspring of even younger stallions. The
use of these profiles is actually indispensable for prudent breeding planning. It is
also important to observe the athletic
performance of stallions very closely,
especially when breeding show jumpers.
The results of the stallion performance test is a good start – but only the
start! – to gathering valuable information on the athletic performance of stallions. And certainly the new sport tests
for stallions will be particularly informative.
Of course, using a young stallion may
be not only tempting, it may also bring
rewards. But make sure to get a look at
him under the saddle first! With young
stallions, one should keep in mind that
there will always be unknowns regarding
their breeding performance.

The upshot
If, as a breeder, you stick to the listed
conventional advice, and if you are also
prepared to exclude a broodmare who
does not fulfil the required quality requirements to your satisfaction, you will
usually achieve your desired breeding
success. And of course healthy management and feeding are indispensable prerequisites!
Horse breeding may then not necessarily become a source of inexhaustible
wealth, but it may well become a fulfilling, eventful, interesting – and perhaps
even sometimes lucrative – hobby.
Dr. Wolfgang Schulze-Schleppinghoff

